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ColgateSalvage

-

by Ben Pollock

-

Seniors, if you?re looking to snag
some free appliances and/or general
supplies for your college dorm room
or apartment, you?re in luck! For
years, our counseling department has
received an invitation from Colgate to
go collect supplies for our student
body and our school?s various
groups/clubs. On May 19th, Mrs.
Jerome will be collecting a vast
assortment of items left behind in
Colgate?s dorms. If you?re interested
in taking advantage of this
opportunity, please contact Mrs.
Jerome.
(ajerome@hamiltoncentral.org) before
May 14th. She will provide you with a
form where you can indicate all of the
items you?re looking for. If you?re
interested in helping Mrs. Jerome
collect the items from Colgate (and
possibly get first pick on items), let
her know as soon as possible. She is
able to bring a few student helpers
with her, all of whom must have their
own ride to and from the facility.
Again, Mrs. Jerome and her helpers
will be the ones obtaining the items
from Colgate, so please do not show
up without permission.
Examples of Items you may request:
-

Towels and bedding
A mini fridge
A printer

Hair care and skin care
products
A trash can
Storage containers

(Pictured above is Colgate University)

APExamSchedule
May 10th Monday 8:00am World
History May 18th Tuesday 11:30am
English Literature
May 19th Wednesday 11:30am US
History
May 20th Thursday 11:30am World
History
May 24th Monday 8:00 am Calculus
May 25th Tuesday 8:00 am
Chemistry
May 25th Tuesday 11:30am Statistics
May 26th Wednesday 11:30am
English Language
May 27th Thursday 11:30am
Biology
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SoWhat Is
Greenwashing?
By Ella Kenyon

In a day and age where society is
seemingly doing its best to become more ?ecofriendly,? are
businesses using this to their advantage? Greenwashing is essentially a deception tactic used by
big-name companies and brands
to trick consumers that their brand
is more environmentally friendly.
By marketing their products with
labels such as ?natural,? ?bio,?
?earth friendly,? and ?plant
based,? companies mislead customers into thinking that they are
investing in a more eco-friendly
option.
The origin of the term greenwashing was introduced by environmentalist Jay Westerveld in
1986 when he exposed the irony
of the ?save the towel? movement. Westerveld pointed out that
when hotels give the option of
?saving a towel? or just reusing it,
they are simultaneously wasting
many other products, and by
washing less towels it would in
turn just save the hotel more
money. During this time period,
companies could benefit greatly
from these tactics, because there
were not the resources or fact
checkers that we have today.
There are many examples of this
that we may not even realize in
our day to day lives. Now: picture
yourself in the grocery store scan-

ning the isles for vegetable stock.
You are presented with two options. Option one: ?Kitchen Basics Unsalted Vegetable Stock? or
option two: ?Organic Vegetable
Stock Vegan.? Most likely you
would be more inclined to purchase option two, because of its
apparent healthy edge over option
one correct? As it turns out, they
are the exact same product, the
only difference being option two?s
extra dollar price. A more recent
example is Ziploc's latest product
?Recyclable Paper Bags." While
at first, the brand was praised for
providing a non-plastic option,
critics quickly pointed out that
while they sell these new paper
bags, they are still actively producing their plastic bags.
So, how can you become a smart
consumer to avoid being swindled? Avoid so-called ?fluffy language,? words that have no
meaning such as environmentally
safe and friendly, as well as pictures or cartoons that look earthfriendly. Research the companies
that claim to be sustainable, and
see if they are actually practicing
harmful activities. Sometimes
products will even include datafilled information that only scientists can understand, taking advantage of customers' naivety.
Going forth it's important to understand that not all companies
are bad guys trying to trick you
into buying their products. Companies such as Patagonia and
Seventh Generation cleaning sup-
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plies are two businesses that have
consistent environmentally conscious practices. So, next time
you're walking down the shopping
aisle keep the greenwashing techniques in mind and hopefully save
a buck or two.
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DerekChauvinTrial
Results
By Dora Ammerman

Mr. Chauvin, a former police officer of the Minneapolis Police
Department, has been found
guilty of murder in the third and
second degree, as well as seconddegree manslaughter. Last summer, George Floyd?s death propelled one of the largest civil
rights protests in recent history.
Police Department Chief Medaria
Arradondo has spoken out and
responded to the results of the
case, stating ?We recognize that
our community is hurting, and
hearts are heavy with many emotions. However, I have hope.? He
has also asked the public to help
future protests remain peaceful.
Since the verdict has come out,
many have expressed feelings of
relief and celebration as this has
become a symbol of hope for all
African Americans.
Chauvin has been transferred to
the Minnesota Correctional
Facility-Oak Park Heights and
awaits sentencing. The maximum sentence for second-degree
is imprisonment for 40 years.
The maximum sentence for
third-degree murder is imprisonment for 25 years. The maximum sentence for second-degree
manslaughter is 10 years and/or
$20,000.
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Mr. Floyd?s family and friends
accredit all those involved in the
fight for his justice.
?It's so important that we stay in
the streets, that we keep organizing and that we make sure that
we actually don't just try what
we've tried before and that has
failed, but actually have the
courage to try new things,? says
Ben Jealous, a former NAACP
leader.
As this powerful moment passes,
it is America's hope that it will be
remembered as not the end, but
beginning of a new era, and one
about reconstruction.
As Maurice Hall, a close friend
of Mr. Floyd, stated "This is the
beginning for the future of Black
America.?
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RisingTensions
BetweenU.S.andRussia
By Ben Coddington

Tensions between Ukraine and Russia are escalating as fears of conflict
skyrocket. Russia and Ukraine have
been exchanging antagonistic words
over the past month due to an increase of Russian soldiers and munitions near the border between the
two countries, which is inciting fear
in many that fighting may begin.
Ukraine is a long-time ally of the
U.S. and in a statement, President
Biden commented on the situation
saying they have, ?the United States'
unwavering support for Ukraine's
sovereignty and territorial integrity
in the face of Russia's ongoing aggression." In response, the Ukrainian
President, Volodymir Zelenskyy, put
out a tweet saying, ?Glad to talk to
@POTUS. [Ukraine] appreciates
[U.S.] support on different levels.
We stand shoulder to shoulder when
it comes to preservation of our
democracies.?
In response to the United States' declaration of support for Ukraine,
Russia said that any deployment of
U.S. troops to Ukraine would impel
them to take unidentified "extra
measures" to guarantee their own
safety. When questioned about the
growth of troops near the Ukrainian
border and the Russian annexed
Crimean Peninsula, spokesman for
the Kremlin, Dmitry Peskov, responded saying that Russia shifts its
military forces within its own region
however it pleases, and "takes mea-
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sures to ensure the security of its
borders."
Last Week, Russia issued a warning
to the U.S. about sending warships
to the Black Sea, advising American
forces to keep away from the annexed Crimean peninsula "for their
own good.? The Turkish Foreign
Ministry said last Friday that the
U.S. had announced to them that two
of their warships would be moving
across Turkish waters to be deployed
in the Black Sea. Pentagon
spokesman John Kirby declined to
comment during a press briefing that
day when asked if he could verify
the Turkish government's report. All
he spoke to on the matter was that
the U.S. "routinely" functions in the
Black Sea, but said he would not
"speak to operations."
This all comes with the news from
the White House last Thursday that
the U.S. will be laying down additional sanctions on Russia in retaliation to Moscow's interference in the
2016 and 2020 presidential elections. "We cannot allow a foreign
power to interfere in our democratic
process with impunity," President
Biden stated while announcing the
sanctions. The new sanctions apply
to more than thirty Russian entities
and also include the removal of at
least ten Russian individuals from
the U.S., such as intelligence officials and diplomats.
With contention between the United
States and Russia at its highest point
in a long time, the future is uncertain. Obviously, No one likes to hear
that two of the world?s largest superpowers with the largest nuclear arsenals are at each other?s throats again.

At this point, all we can do is hope
that the tension does not escalate
further and lead to violence.

Dmitry Peskov (Above)

Ukraine/Russia
border (Above)

President Biden
(Above)
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TheHiddenPlanet 9in
Our Solar System
By Henry Crespi
In the farthest reaches of our solar
system beyond Uranus, Neptune,
and even Pluto, a ninth planet may
be lurking. This planet is estimated
to have a mass five times that of
Earth and an orbit that completes
every 10,000 years and to have a
highly elliptical and inclined orbit.
Which basically means it has a very
long oval-shaped revolution that is
also tilted upwards quite a bit.
Professor of Planetary Science Konstantin Batygin at CAL Tech is one
of the head researchers in proving
the existence of Planet 9. Dr. Batygin explains that Planet 9?s acknowledgment began with Astronomer Herschel?s discovery of
Uranus in 1781. Heschel?s discovery
helped scientists understand that this
Uranus which was previously believed to be a star with a slow path
through the sky could be identified
as a planet if you just retraced its
path through the sky with previous
observations in order to prove it has
an orbit. But for some reason,
Uranus has a unique orbit that
wasn?t normal and deviated from its
predicted path, almost like there was
another planetary-mass pulling on it.
From here the theory of Planet 9 was
sparked. Over the years researchers
have found a piece of evidence like
how the asteroid clusters in specific
pattern orbit planets like Neptune
and Uranus in a perpendicular cycle
which seems like there is a pull of
planetary mass causing it. It?s also
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been identified that there is enough
space in the solar system for another
planet, but currently, there hasn?t
been enough ?extraordinary? evidence collected to really prove the
existence of this mysterious Planet 9
in our solar system.

Opinion
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EmeraldStonks
By Ben Pollock

If you like high-risk-high-reward,
think about investing in cryptocurrency, and more specifically, Dogecoin. A cryptocurrency is a digital
asset that can be bought and sold just
like a stock. The price of a cryptocurrency is very volatile, reaching
incredible highs and rock bottoms
lows all over the course of a few
hours. This volatility can be quite
scary to both new and experienced
investors, but Dogecoin negates
much of the risk associated with
crypto! Whereas one Bitcoin, likely
the most well known cryptocurrency,
is worth 55,947.30 dollars, one Dogecoin is (as of writing this) only
.380 dollars. Costing only a few
cents per coin, Dogecoin is easily the
most accessible cryptocurrency on
the market? and also one of the
most volatile! If you spend 10 dollars
on Dogecoin and it crashes, you?re
only down a few dollars. On the
other hand, If the price skyrockets
you can have some nice flexible
spending money. Just over this past
month, a single Dogecoin?s value has
risen from .059 dollars to the above
value of .380. Spikes like this are incredibly common for Dogecoin, as
the value often changes by hundreds
of percentage points over the course
of a few hours. Obviously, it is smart
to buy a stock or cryptocurrency at
its highest price, but definitely keep
an eye on Dogecoin! Once the price
has deflated a bit, you should definitely consider investing in
Dogecoin.

Licensable
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Senior Spotlight: Seth
Walden

Number: 4

By Dora Ammerman

Questions:

Senior Seth Walden is an active and
accomplished artist. As a current
HCS student, he enjoys playing tennis and soccer, hoping to get some
big dubs this year. The HCS EP
team wishes the Esports legend
?Cracked at Valorant? luck in his
next endeavours.

If you could bring one thing to a
deserted island what would it be?

Favorites -

Genghis K han. He could tell me
how to r ule the wor ld.

Movie: Bee Movie
TV show: Wandavision
Character: Reyna
Book: The Golden Compass
Song: ?M r. Blue Sky?
Food: Steak
Place: L ewis, Delaware
Condiment: M ustar d

Game: Rocket L eague
Drink: Dr. Pepper

M y PC
What is your biggest Pet Peeve?
People chewing with their mouths
open
If you could talk to any person from
history, who would it be and why?

If you had three wishes from a genie, what would they be?
1. End Covid
2. Be r adiant
3. M ake Br ice not complain
so much
If you could travel anywhere in the
world where would it be?
Costa Rica

Season: Summer
Color: Blue
Sport: Soccer

If you could have one superpower
what would it be?

Instrument: Cello

Telepor tation

Music Artist: Beeple
Actor: Jeff Goldblum

What do you prefer?

Ice Cream: Chocolate

Dogs or Cats - Both

Restaurant: Bueno Taco

Netflix or YouTube - Youtube

Store: Aldi

Nike or Adidas - Adidas

Website: Twitch

XQC or Tyler 1 - XQC

Article of Clothing: Hoodies

Slices or Oliveri?s - Oliver ?s

Holiday: Chr istmas

Tennis or Soccer - Soccer

Class: Calc

Coke or Pepsi - Coke

Senior Spot light
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CollegePenPal: Beth
Belanger
By Ella Kenyon

Beth Belanger graduated this past
year with the class of 2020. Beth
was very involved at Hamilton,
participating in three varsity sports,
National Honor Society, advocates,
SADD, mathletics, language club,
band, and chorus. She now attends
Dickinson College as an undecided
major, and is on the Softball team.
What?s your best exper ience at
college so far ?
Joining the Dickinson softball team

What?s your wor st exper ience?
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as much and hopefully having
fewer restrictions due to COVID,
as well as meeting new people!
What advice do you have for
Hamiton students applying to
college?
I would recommend not procrastinating any parts of your
applications.

What?s your favor ite class so far ?
Health Psychology
Do you feel your school has responded well to the Covid-19 pandemic?
Yes, for the most part I do. It has
made it pretty hard to meet people
but I feel like that would happen at
any school due to the pandemic.

Having restrictions from COVID

What clubs are you involved in?
I am on the softball team and in
the outdoor club
What is your dor m like?
It is kind of old but overall not too
bad
What?s your biggest pet peeve
with your roommate?
When she hums
What?s your favor ite food to get
at the dining hall?
Baked oatmeal
What do you miss the most about
Hamilton?
The people and the small
community
What are you looking for war d to
in your upcoming year ?
Not having to worry about COVID

Beth (above)
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Nvidia3000Seriesstill
out of stockmonths
after release
By Brice Sharp-Ballinger
Due to scalpers and virtual currency
miners as of recently, there has been
a huge availability issue with
graphics cards, specifically the
Nvidia 3000 series. The Nvidia 3000
series is the latest line of graphics
cards designed to be used for gaming
by Nvidia. Nvidia, the leading
graphics card manufacturer, began
releasing their latest line of cards in
September 2020. They have been
selling out upon release consistently
since then.
So far, five 3000 series cards have
been released. They range from mid
to high end. From worst to best the
cards are the RTX 3060, RTX 3060
Ti, RTX 3070, RTX 3080, and the
RTX 3090. While the 3090 will
deliver the best performance it is
overkill for average people to
purchase this card, it does pack quite
the punch. Coming in at $1,499, the
Founders Edition 3090 has 24
gigabytes of VRAM and a clock
speed of 1.4 megahertz. The other
cards suggested retail ranges from
$329 for the RTX 3060 up to $700
for the RTX 3080.
However, the supply and demand
issues created by card resellers and
digital currency mining have made it
nearly impossible to buy one of these
cards for the retail price. Currently
the past week median price for
reselling the cards according to
PCMag is as follows: $2,924.97 for
the RTX 3090, $2,069.50 for the
RTX 3080, $1,213.48 for the RTX
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3070, $1,199.00 for the RTX 3060
Ti, and $885.19 for the RTX 3060.
This is currently a minimum of a
95% markup from retail, which is
absurd for having released about six
months ago, with cards being
manufactured constantly.

CRecipe: JapaneseStyle
MayoEggRamen

The most realistic options within this
line for use by high school students
interested in playing video games is
the RTX 3060 Ti and the RTX 3070,
which would usually be available for
around $399 and $499 respectively.
However due to the extremely
limited quantities of cards currently
available, a high schooler would
have to pay just over double the
retail price for a RTX 3070 and
about three times the retail for a RTX
3060 card. With the ability to make
money already limited by school and
sports, it is harder than ever for high
school students to build an
up-to-date computer.

Ingredients:

By Henry Crespi

(Makes 1 serving)

1 egg
1 tbsp Kewpie Mayo
1 Ramen Packet
1 clove fo Garlic
Procedure:
Get your clove of garlic and start
chopping into smaller pieces of
your desired size.
Get your ramen flavor packet,
egg, Kewpie mayo, chopped
garlic, and combined into a bowl.
Mix well.
Boil your ramen noodles and pour
both noodles and water into a
bowl for serving.
Add your flavor packet mixture to
the ramen broth and then mix
thoroughly until well combined.
Serve

Nvidia Logo (Above)
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HCSBoyVarsitySoccer
Fall 2SeasoninReview
By Brice Sharp-Ballinger
This year the HCS fall sports season
had to be pushed back as a result of
the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic. This
resulted in a ?fall two? season in the
early spring that allowed for fall
sports to be played but with no postseason.
The boys varsity soccer team had an
incredible season, going 6-1 and losing only to Waterville in a close 2-1
game. The Emerald Knights will lose
seven seniors this year, but hopes are
still high for the Emerald Knights
next fall. This year's seniors are Ahmir Kennedy, Aidan Helfant, Skye
Helfant, Devon Jones, John Dudrick,
Brice Sharp-Ballinger, and Zach

HCSSportsSchedule
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Bernard. The best of luck to all of
them in the future!
While sending off this year's seniors
may have been sad as it seemed like
the Emerald Knights would be losing
some of its foundation, the players
have no fear going into next season.
Along with many other seniors, I believe that the future is bright for the
HCS Soccer program. This year an
astounding number of new players
including freshmen and even a middle schooler stepped up to the plate
and showed that they are able to
compete with any competition they
face.
Emerald Knights Stat Leaders:
Goals: 13, Zach Bernard
Assists: 9, Zach Bernard
Saves: 25, John ?Mullet Man?
Hughes
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, Valentine's Day

The Emer ald
Pr ess
Please let us k now if
you would like t o
w r it e an ar t icle for
t he EP at any point
t his year. We ar e always look ing for new
r epor t er s!
-The EP

Lunch Menu and Color ing
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Coloring:
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"No Man?s Sky"

"V-Bucks"

"League of Legends"

~ Skye Helfant

~ Seth Walden

~ Sami Cigeroglu

What is your
wor st pur chase
ever ?
By Ben Coddington

"Dunkin?Matcha Latte"

"College Tuition"

~ Dora Ammerman

~ Brice Sharp-Ballinger

(Image provided by Dora)

"An Xin Candy"

"A computer"

"Food from the Eatery"

~ Bergen Linden

~ An Xin Zheng

~Zach Bernard

